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Abstract – St George and the Trinacrian Rebellion. Art in 
Sicily During the Later Crusades – A popular crusader saint 
throughout Italy during the late medieval period, St George 
offers a window into the anxieties felt about the permeability 
of and dangers lurking at regional and religious borders and 
boundaries. An investigation of the saint’s versatility over 
the course of the fourteenth century reveals how Christians 
of Sicily – who were continuously caught in a cycle of 
excommunication and interdict – refashioned themselves 
as they sought more control of the island. In particular, this 
essay examines paintings of St George commissioned during 
the Trecento in two residences of the Chiaramonte family, the 
Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri in Palermo and the Castello dei 
Chiaramonte in Favara, and analyzes the paintings within the 
context of domestic devotional practices and local history.
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Art in Sicily During the Later Crusades*
Kristen Streahle

St George and 
the Trinacrian 
Rebellion

Introduction

Celebrated for his military prowess since at least 
the eleventh century1, St George gained especial 
popularity in Latin Christendom for his miracu-
lous intervention in the 1099 Siege of Jerusalem, 
later memorialized in Jacobus de Voragine’s Gold-
en Legend (ca 1260). His first appearance on Ital-
ian monuments has been traced to present-day 
Emilia-Romagna, “a meeting point of the Italian 
and Byzantine worlds”2, where at the Pieve di San  
Giorgio in Argenta, situated between Ferrara and 
Ravenna, Giovanni da Modigliana carved the 
saint’s martyrdom on a tympanum with an in-
scription that firmly dates the work to 11223. At the 
Basilica cattedrale di San Giorgio in Ferrara, a little 
over a decade later in 1135, the sculptor Nicolò rep-
resents George not as a martyr, but as a victorious 

 * My trips to Palermo and Favara were generously funded by the 
Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz – Max-Planck-Institut. I pre-
sented preliminary research to the Department of Prof. Dr. Gerhard 
Wolf at the khi and at the Andrew Ladis Trecento Conference in 
2016, and I thank my colleagues for their invaluable feedback on 
both occasions. I also extend my gratitude to Mr. Aurelio Balneare, 
who kindly provided me with photos of the wall paintings housed 
in the Istituto Statale D’Arte in Sciacca, and to the Ufficio Beni Cul-
turali Ecclesiastici in the Archdiocese of Agrigento for granting me 
permission to reproduce photographs. Further thanks are due to 
the anonymous reader for their helpful suggestions and much-ap-
preciated corrections.

1 Oya Pancaroğlu, “The Itinerant Dragon-Slayer: Forging Paths of Im-
age and Identity in Medieval Anatolia”, Gesta, xliii/2 (2004), p. 153.

2 Ittai Weinryb, “The Inscribed Image: Negotiating Sculpture on the 
Coast of the Adriatic Sea”, Word & Image, xxvii/3 (2011), p. 329.

3 The importance of the warrior saint to the region, however, is evi-
dent in much earlier texts: in the Liber pontificalis ecclesiae Ravennatis 
(ca 830–846), Agnellus of Ravenna mentions Archbishop Agnellus’s 
foundation of the Argentan church in 569 c.e. See Antonio Samar-
itani, “Il culto di S. Giorgio a Ferrara”, in San Giorgio tra Ferrara e 
Praga: dalle collezioni estensi a Konopiště, exhibition catalogue (Ferrara,  
Castello Estense 23th April – 7th July 1991), Loredana Olivato, 
Ranieri Varese eds, Ferrara 1991, pp. 84–99.
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crusader in chainmail with his sword extended, 
triumphant over the dragon4. Set above the cen-
tral door of the church, which houses a fragment 
of saint’s arm, the sculpted tympanum is widely 
thought to be “the first Italian medieval eques-
trian relief of St George”. His representation in 
the protiro as a contemporary knight, according to 
Christie B. Verzar, marked a shift in his identity 
as the foremost hallowed supporter of crusading 
efforts, a phenomenon that bears evidence in other 
contact zones in the following centuries5. Sharon 
Gerstel, studying crusader-sponsored paintings 
in the Frankish Kingdom of Morea, for example, 
identifies a “sudden appearance” of military saints, 
like George, in thirteenth-century village churches 
and ties this innovation both to an urgent need 
to protect new borders in the countryside and to 
the influence of tales of chivalric comportment 
brought from the West6.

Patronage of St George in Southern Italy and 
Sicily adds another dimension to his visual repre-
sentation and significance as a crusading knight, 
where during moments of flux and transition his 
image became a potent means by which new ide-
ologies and identities were negotiated. A tradi-
tion of devotion to him in Sicily was established 
in the late eleventh century. Decades before his 
miraculous assistance during the First Crusade 
(1096–1099), the Holy Rider rallied the Normans 
in 1063 when their courage faltered at the Battle of 
Cerami, fought against Sicilian Kalbid and Zirid 
forces7. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, 
examples of the megalomartire as a dragon-slay-
ing equestrian saint proliferated in sculpture and 
painting that attest to a rich variety of workshop 
styles. In Palermo, itinerant artists painted George 
and Theodore on numerous facets of the muqarnas 
ceiling in the Cappella Palatina commissioned 
by King Roger ii circa 11408. On a marble capital 
in the cloister of Santa Maria Nuova in Monreale, 
he wears Roman armor and battles the dragon, 
while Eustace witnesses his miraculous vision on 
the opposite corner9. The relationship between 
the equestrian saint and contemporary warfare 
is suggested by the capital’s parallel face, where 
two pairs of mounted knights engage in combat. 
Two riders, whose faces and torsos are badly dam-
aged wear belted, flowing robes that identify them 

as Muslims; they raise their swords against two 
Norman knights, who wear dimpled chainmail 
and pointed helmets and carry triangular shields. 
This conflict, realized in stunning detail, recalls 
earlier stucco capitals commissioned shortly after 
the Norman invasion of Sicily10.

From the mid-thirteenth century, multiple cru-
sades against Sicily had confounded papal author-
ity, conflicted international allies, and diverted 
critical funds meant to aid the recovery of the Holy 
Lands. Punishment was swift and unrelenting for 
Aragón’s participation in the War of the Sicilian 
Vespers (1282–1302)11, which they justified with 
careful political and religious arguments. Boni-
face viii declared a crusade against the rebellious 
Aragonese and Sicilians in 1296, 1299, and 1302. 
During these campaigns, the Aragonese mobilized 
their devotion to George, a universal symbol of the 
crusades and their patron saint, as an apology for 
their claim to the island, as they – along with the 
entire population of Sicily – suffered excommuni-
cation and interdict. In his Cronaca catalana, Ramon 
Muntaner, for example, recounted the moment 
when Queen Constance, the granddaughter of 
Holy Roman Emperor Frederick ii, arrived with 
her two sons to reclaim the island for the Kingdom 
of Aragón12. After disembarking, they directly en-
tered San Giorgio la Tonnara (the Tunny), located 
just outside Palermo’s walls, to give thanks and to 
receive the acclaim of the Palermitani. San Gior-
gio’s proximity to the sea was not only a convenient 
place to venerate their patron saint, may also be 
interpreted as a political statement. As a part of 
the Angevin demesne, the now-destroyed church 
was the first monument reclaimed in this new 
conquest of the island.

With these events in mind, I focus on St George’s 
role in late medieval Sicily, where he remained a he-
roic guardian of its physical, religious, and po-
litical limits. There, George served as the patron 
saint of both sides of intra-insular conflict – of 
the Aragonese crown, which ruled Sicily follow-
ing the War of the Sicilian Vespers (1282–1302), 
and of the powerful Chiaramonte family, which 
frequently challenged the Crown’s authority. In 
particular, I analyze representations of George 
at the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri (the Steri) in 
Palermo (from early 14th c.) and at the Castello 
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dei Chiaramonte in the region of Agrigento (from 
late 13th c.), two important nodes of their baronial 
power. As a family’s Palermitan roccaforte, the Steri 
has been the subject of numerous restoration proj-
ects and studies; little attention, however, has been 
paid to the captivating paintings of George13. The 
saint is boldly depicted in bright colors and heavy 
outlining in the entranceway and on the painted 
ceiling of the Sala Magna, commissioned by Grand 
Admiral Manfredi iii Chiaramonte (†1389) and 
painted by three Sicilian artists, Cecco of Naro, 
Pellegrino d’Arena of Palermo, Simone of Corleone, 
and their workshops between 1377–1380. At the 
family’s castle in Favara, a few kilometers outside 
Agrigento, the monumental figure of St George 
graces a wall at the entrance. A comparative anal-
ysis of these extant paintings will deepen our un-
derstanding of the family’s devotional practices 
and expose a moment of profound transition on 
the island, as the family developed a conciliatory 
attitude toward the papacy in Rome and invested 
significant resources in North African conquests.

Depictions of St George in the Palazzo 
Chiaramonte-Steri in Palermo

Multiple representations of the dragon-slaying 
saint appear in the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri 
in Palermo, established in the Kalsa neighbor-
hood during the first decades of the Trecento14. 
Installed at the main egress of the Steri, George 
rides within a painted soprapporta, bearing arms 
and a round shield marked with the Chiaramon-
te crest and announcing the family’s particular 
devotion to dignitaries and townspeople alike, 
who passed through the gates. On the ceiling 
of the Sala Magna, the main reception room on 
the piano nobile, George slays a dragon in an ex-
panded narrative adapted from the Golden Leg-
end and, possibly, in a small vignette affixed to 
the central beam that longitudinally divides the 
ceiling. These representations position the saint 
within a large network of romances and histo-
ries depicted on the ceiling’s beams. In addition 
to these extant paintings, an inventory dated to 
1427 mentions another work, now lost, which was 
located in the painted chapel, itself dedicated to 
George, also on the first floor15. Unfortunately, the 

cappella palatina has suffered significant loss, but 
Manfredi, his second wife, Eufemia (Ventimiglia), 
and their five daughters would have gathered 
within its soaring devotional space to venerate 
George and seek protection of the Virgin, Peter 
Martyr, and John the Baptist, who gaze down 
from the apse16.

4 Christopher Lakey, “From Place to Space: Raumkästen and the 
Moving Spectator in Medieval Italian Art”, in The Public in the 
Picture: Involving the Beholder in Antique, Islamic, Byzantine, Western 
Medieval and Renaissance Art, Beate Fricke, Urte Krass eds, Zurich/
Berlin 2015, pp. 113–136.

5 Christie B. Verzar, “The Artistic Patronage of the Returning Cru-
saders: The Arm of St. George and Ferrara Cathedral”, in Immagine 
e Ideologia: Studi in onore di Arturo Carlo Quintavalle, Arturo Calzona, 
Roberto Campari, Massimo Mussini eds, Milan 2007, pp. 240 –247.

6 Sharon E. J. Gerstel, “Art and Identity in the Medieval Morea”, in 
The Crusades from the Perspective of Byzantium and the Muslim World, 
Angeliki E. Laiou, Roy Parviz Mottahedeh eds, Dumbarton Oaks 
2001, pp. 263–285.

7 In 1358, Fra Simone da Lentini translated Geoffrey of Malaterra’s 
The Deeds of Count Roger and Duke Robert Guiscard in the vernacular.

8 Jeremy Johns, “Muslim Artists and Christian Models in the 
Painted Ceilings of the Cappella Palatina”, in Romanesque and the 
Mediterranean: Points of Contact across the Latin, Greek and Islamic 
Worlds, c. 1000 to c. 1250, Rosa M. Bacile, John McNeill eds, Leeds 
2015, pp. 59 – 90, sp. pp. 71–75.

9 The cloister has been painstakingly documented in the Cenobium 
interactive website, sponsored by the Kunsthistorisches Institut 
in Florenz – Max-Planck-Institut, Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologie 
dell’Informazione (isti-cnr), and the Chiostro Canonicale della 
Basilica Cattedrale di Cefalù: http://cenobium.isti.cnr.it/cefalu. 
I refer the reader to this site for images of the capital (labeled 
South 24).

10 Jill Caskey, “Stuccoes from the Early Norman Period in Sicily: 
Figuration, Fabrication and Integration”, Medieval Encounters, 
xvii/1–2 (2011), pp. 80–119.

11 Michele Amari, La Guerra Del Vespro Siciliano, Milan 1886; Norman 
Housley, The Italian Crusades: The Papal-Angevin Alliance and the 
Crusades Against Christian Lay Powers, 1254–1343, Oxford/New 
York 1982; Steven Runciman, The Sicilian Vespers: A History of the 
Mediterranean World in the Later Thirteenth Century, Cambridge 1958.

12 Ramon Muntaner, “Cronaca catalana”, in Cronache siciliane dei 
secoli xiii. xiv. xv, Vincenzo di Giovanni ed., Bologna 1865, p. 282.

13 For the history of the Steri, see Ettore Gabrici, Ezio Levi, Lo Steri 
di Palermo e le sue pitture, Palermo 1932; Giuseppe Spatrisano, Lo 
Steri di Palermo e l’architettura siciliana del Trecento, Palermo 1972; 
Ferdinando Bologna, Il soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di Paler-
mo: e la cultura feudale siciliana nell’autunno del Medioevo, Palermo 
1975; Licia Buttà, “Storie per governare: iconografia giuridica 
e del potere nel soffitto dipinto della Sala Magna del Palazzo 
Chiaromonte Steri di Palermo”, in Narrazione, Exempla, Retorica: 
studi sull’iconografia dei soffitti dipinti nel Medioevo Mediterraneo, 
Licia Buttà ed., Palermo 2013, pp. 69–126; Lo Steri dei Chiaromonte 
a Palermo, Antonietta I. Lima ed., Palermo/Bagheria 2015. For the 
history and architectural analysis of the castle in Favara: Eugenio 
Valenti, Il Castello dei Chiaramonte in Favara, Noto 1925; Carmelo 
Antinoro, Il castello dei Chiaramonte di Favara, Favara 2005; Teresa 
Cilona, Il Castello di Favara: aspetti storici e urbanistici, Agrigento 
2003; Calogero Carità, Il castello dei Chiaramonte di Favara, Agrigento, 
Rome 1977; Spatrisano, Lo Steri di Palermo (n. 13), pp. 195–205.

14 Bologna, Il soffitto (n. 13).
15 Laura Sciascia, “Lo Steri dei Chiaromonte, Lo Steri dei Re: Una 

metamorfosi incompleta / The Steri Under the Chiaromontes, the 
Steri Under the Kings: an Unfinished Metamorphosis”, in Lo Steri 
di Palermo tra xiv e xvi secolo / Palermo’s Steri Between the 14th and 
16th Centuries, Marco R. Nobile et al. eds, Palermo 2015.

16 Giuseppe Abbate, “Le pitture murali del Palazzo e della Cappella di 
Sant’Antonio Abate”, in Lo Steri dei Chiaromonte (n. 13), pp. 101–113.
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Above the palace’s main entrance in a painted 
lunette, George wears red hose and a loose golden 
surcoat pinned at the elbow to reveal a red shirt 
with golden and beaded cuffs [Fig. 1]. His cape 
flies and splits behind him, defined with thick 
brown lines and white highlights; he twists at 
the hips to rivet the beast with his spear. Little 
survives of the dragon, trampled by a dappled 
steed upon whose back rests a red saddle deco-
rated with a pearl border. The bridle rosette that 
connects the horse’s crown and browband identify 
him as a Chiaramontan mount.

While the dynamic action of George is arrest-
ing, the most striking element of the wall painting 
is the round shield with which he defends himself 
in the center of the composition. Instead of depict-
ing the usual red cross on a white ground, typical 
of late medieval Italian paintings of George, it dis-
plays five white peaks against a red ground – the 
Chiaramonte crest. This simple exchange of the 
red cross for the white monte on the shield, coupled 
with the horse’s bridle rosette, collapses George’s 
narrative of conversion and crusade with the Chi-
aramonte family’s own legacy of participation in 

the Norman conquest and in Honorius iii’s Fifth 
Crusade (1213–1221).

On the ceiling of the Sala Magna, St George’s 
tale is clearly recognizable, despite considerable 
damage, spans beam xvi (panels Nos. 97 and 246)17 
[Fig. 2]. Based on the Golden Legend, the narrative 
celebrates the military saint’s rescue of a princess 
from a dragon, his promise to slay the beast in 
exchange for her kingdom’s conversion to Chris-
tianity, his brutal martyrdom, and his miraculous 
aid at the Siege of Jerusalem18. The painted scenes 
have been reattached to the beam so that one be-
gins reading from the right of the ceiling’s central 
divider. In the first scene, two castle guards stand 
within crenellated walls prepared defend them-
selves and the kingdom from a swopping dragon’s 
aerial attack. In addition to holding a triangular 
shield, one guard brandishes a sword and other 
holds a billowing standard that displays a white 
cross on red ground, evoking crusader banners. 
Despite the kingdom not having been yet Chris-
tianized, the banner draws upon a tradition of cru-
sade imagery and primes the viewer for the other 
half of the adventure in which the warrior saint 
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carries the same ensign. The second section of 
painting survives in rough blocks of pigment and 
many details are lost, but the drama of George’s 
heroic clash with the beast remains salient. Armed 
with spear upon his rearing white mount, George 
impales the dragon through the head and neck, 
forcing it to collapse at the shoreline of the lake. 
Saved from certain death, the princess kneels 
nearby, while her parents observe the events from 
the castle walls, a formal composition that recalls 
other late medieval works, such as the silk and 
leather banner of St George from San Giorgio in 
Velabro (Rome), now housed in the Musei Capi-
tolini (inv. mob 363).

More ambiguous is the heroic vignette affixed 
to the central beam, occupying the space between 
beams v and vi [Fig. 3]. The artist frames a rider 
dressed in bright red between two trees, driv-
ing a spear into the mouth of a dragon that crouch-
es behind a tree with its bat-like wings spread. 
Scholars have identified him as St George given 
his white horse, weapon of choice, and activity, 
but this identification is not as secure as the previ-
ous examples. This knight wears no military cloak, 

has no halo, and carries no legible banner (on 
account of damage). The coat of arms in the coffer 
directly above the dragon-slaying knight, however, 
features the Chiaramonte stemma together with 
the red and gold of Aragón. This juxtaposition re-
calls the novel combination of George and Sicilian 
nobility seen in the soprapporta and acknowledges 
Aragón’s shared patronage of George. Heightening 
the temporal ambiguity of the vignette is a knight 
painted nearby (between beams iii and iv), who 
rides through the forest on a horse draped in a ca-
parison decorated with the Chiaramonte crest. 
Manfredi i Chiaramonte (†1353) had adopted sim-
ilar imagery for his seal decades earlier, represent-
ing himself as an armored knight atop a rearing 
horse that wears a roundel with the familiar white 
mountains19. On the ceiling, the viewer may take 
pleasure in identifying the dragon-slayer in a va-
riety of ways – a servant of the Siculo-Aragonese 

17 I follow the numbering system established by Gabrici/Levi, Lo 
Steri di Palermo (n. 13).

18 Jacobus de Voragine, The Golden Legend: Readings on the Saints, vol. i, 
Princeton 1993, pp. 238–242.

19 Patrizia Sardina, “L’articolata struttura familiare, culturale e politica 
dei Chiaromonte”, in Lo Steri dei Chiaromonte (n. 13), vol. i, p. 24.

1 / St George 
slaying the 
dragon, wall 
painting, Palazzo 
Chiaramonte-
Steri, Palermo, 
second half of 
the 14th century

2 / St George 
slaying the dragon, 
tempera painting 
on panel, Sala 
Magna, Palazzo 
Chiaramonte-Steri, 
Palermo, 1377–1380

3 / St George 
slaying the dragon, 
tempera painting 
on panel, Sala 
Magna, Palazzo 
Chiaramonte-Steri, 
Palermo, 1377–1380
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realm, the hero of a popular romance, the saving 
grace of a pagan kingdom – or perhaps in imagi-
natively merging an idealization of Chiaramontan 
knighthood with saintly slaying.

Modifications to St George’s iconography at 
the Steri suggest a manipulative use of the mil-
itary saint, which may be tied to the increasing 
tensions between the Aragonese Crown and 
the Chiaramonte. The images of George in the 
vestibule were mostly likely commissioned by 
Manfredi iii around the same time as the Sala 
Magna’s paintings between 1377 and 1380. During 
this period, the family was in open conflict with 
the Aragonese rulers of Sicily, even as Manfredi, 
for example, served as the Grand Admiral. The 
Chiaramonte governed significant swathes of the 
Kingdom of Trinacria, including the counties of 
Modica, Caccamo, and Agrigento, and pursued 
various strategies for exerting control. Through-
out the 1350s they requested and facilitated An-
gevin attacks on Palermo; they briefly ransomed 
their own king, Frederick iv, in 1366 in exchange 
for control of Gozo and Malta; and, following 
Frederick’s death in 1377, Manfredi and other bar-
ons held the infanta Maria hostage in an attempt 
to betroth her to a Visconti heir20. Despite pow-
er struggles between the Chiaramonte and the 
Crown, however, the family arranged marriag-
es with Catalan nobility and royalty, convinced 
popes to lift interdicts against Trinacria in 1339 
and 1374, and merited a pardon from King Fred-
erick iv in 1361 not only for living Chiaramonte 
offenders, but also disgraced dead relatives. 

At the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri, such con-
flicts are smoothed over, and with the gracious 
aid of St George, depicted in the guise of a Chiara-
montan knight, the family confirms Sicily’s fervent 
participation in the papal project and promises to 
labor with Christian armies – rather than against 
them. In his patronage of St George, Manfredi 
in particular promoted a view of crusading that 
encouraged reflection upon the family’s and Sici-
ly’s inherited legacy. Images of crusaders slaugh-
tering Muslims in the Sala Magna, for example, 
graphically express the desired outcomes of ear-
lier successful campaigns, one scrubbed clean of 
entanglements and reminiscent of contemporary 
historical accounts and romances. When crusading 

is imagined, it is not a papal war ordered against 
Christian Sicily – of which there were several in 
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries – but a vic-
torious assault on non-Christian offenders under 
the banner of George21.

Such memory-crafting, embedded within 
the iconography of George, was part of a mul-
tipronged effort on the part of the Chiaramonte 
to represent themselves to the Aragonese, the 
Angevins, and the papacy as faithful warriors, 
poised to defend the Sicilian frontier. Viewers 
were invited to recall particular Chiaramontan 
memories of religious conquests that could be 
celebrated by all parties involved in the “Sicilian 
Question”. Federico i Chiaramonte, for example, 
received a papal rose from Honorius iii during 
the Fifth Crusade, a rare and precious honor given 
despite the imperiled state of Sicily’s ruler, Frede-
rick ii – excommunicated, an alleged heretic22. 
Furthermore, in his will, Federico ii Chiaramonte 
(† 1311 or 1313) set aside money for the provisioning 
of four crusaders. Despite having experienced 
the devastation brought by the Italian Crusades, 
including excommunication, interdict, and loss 
of life, Manfredi iii’s pious contribution ostensi-
bly looks forward to the ultimate recuperation of 
Christendom’s threatened territories.

St George in the Castello dei 
Chiaramonte in Favara 
 

Located approximately ten kilometers from the 
ancient hilltop town of Agrigento23 in the south-
east of Sicily, the castle at Favara24 may have been 
founded as a retreat in the final decades of the 
thirteenth century by Federico ii Chiaramonte, 
the son of Marchisia Prefoglio (or Prefolio) and 
Federico i25. The medieval center of Favara26, a top-
onym derived from Arabic ( f.w.r.a, “a powerfully 
babbling and churning brook”)27, was most likely 
established by the Chiaramonte family itself and 
its layout has not greatly changed. The palace and 
the central square comprise the two most signifi-
cant organizing elements of the town’s fabric, with 
contemporary homes having englobed the larger 
protective walls of the palace28.

Scholars situate the palace’s morphology with-
in the category of Swabian architecture, noting 
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plastic, colorful decoration in which a variety of 
textures, patterning and play with surface, depth, 
and dramatic heights captivate the viewer33.

During the medieval period a fortified wall 
was constructed to the east of the castle, protecting 

that its basic plan – a quadrangular fortress 
with  an austere ground floor and a second floor 
punctuated with bifurcated windows – had be-
come a local, absorbed style (come un substrate la-
tente) and was adopted in many of the family’s late 
Dugento residences, including those at Palermo, 
Mussomeli, Racalmuto, Palma di Montechiaro, 
and elsewhere29. The surviving decorative pro-
gram at Favara provides insight into the variety of 
artisanal craftsmanship employed by the Chiara-
monte in the fourteenth century. Yet the sculpted 
barrel vault in the loggia and magnificent two-bay 
chapel, which still shows traces of glass mosaic 
inlay, have been only briefly addressed in schol-
arship, although not without praise30. It should be 
noted, however, that the wall painting at Favara 
was only uncovered in 2001 during the course 
of restoration, making it practically unknown to 
scholars of medieval Sicilian art31.

The footprint of the castle is nearly square, 
similar to the Steri, with the chapel’s large per-
forated dome rising above its two stories. On the 
ground floor two long halls and several small-
er rooms, stripped of surface decoration, sur-
round a central courtyard. To a great extent, the 
organization of the first floor repeats the layout 
of the ground floor, accessed via a narrow sec-
ondary staircase or the grand, partially covered 
staircase in the courtyard that leads to a loggia 
above the entrance hall. The lower haunch of the 
loggia’s barrel vault is decorated with three rows 
of beautifully carved stonework and an elaborate 
frieze enlivened with animals and crests, stylized 
foliage and flowers32 [Fig. 4]. From the loggia, one 
may access the so-called Sala della Crocifisso and 
then pass from one large, cool room to the next 
in a chain around the central courtyard. At the 
end of the barrel vault, which is capped with the 
repeating crest of the Chiaramonte, a catwalk 
offers access to several courtyard-facing entranc-
es: to a steep staircase leading to the mezzanine 
level and roof, to the richly sculpted portal of the 
chapel at the southeastern corner, and, finally, 
to the massive entrance of the main hall at the 
center of the eastern wall. The chapel, described 
by Eugenio Valenti as an “extraordinary exam-
ple of ‘primitive’ architecture in Sicily”, points 
to a profound investment in multiple types of 

20 Patrizia Sardina, Palermo e i Chiaromonte: splendore e tramonto di 
una signoria. Potere nobiliare, ceti dirigenti e società tre xiv e xv secolo, 
Caltanissetta/Rome 2003; Henri Bresc, “Documents on Frederick iv 
of Sicily’s Intervention in Malta: 1372”, Papers of the British School at 
Rome, xli (1973), pp. 180–200.

21 I expand on this idea in “tabi murolli muidem rep: Pseudo-Kūfic, 
Retrograde Latin, and the Crusades Remembered on the Palazzo 
Chiaromonte-Steri Ceiling”, Journal of Transcultural Medieval Studies, 
iv/1–2, pp. 217–268.

22 Runciman, The Sicilian Vespers (n. 11).
23 For an exhaustive study of Agrigento, see Patrizia Sardina, Il labirinto 

della memoria. Clan familiari, potere regio e amministrazione cittadina ad 
Agrigento tra Duecento e Quattrocento, Caltanisetta/Rome 2011; for a 
study of Chiaramontan frescos, see Evelina De Castro, “Riflessi della 
cerchia chiaromontana ad Agrigento”, in Scritti di Storia dell’Arte in onore 
di Teresa Pugliatti, Gaetano Bongiovanni ed., Rome 2007, pp. 21–25.

24 Following the trajectory of feudal ownership, the castle in Favara 
passed through the hands of other family members, including 
Luchina Chiaramonte, Matteo (?–1377), and Manfredi iii Chiara-
monte (1377–1391), the latter of whom commissioned the paintings 
in the Steri. Andrea Chiaramonte owned the Favarese palace from 
1391 until 1392, at which point the family fell into disgrace and 
the Crown ordered Andrea’s execution on June 1, 1392 in front of 
the Steri; see Vincenzi Capitano, Il palazzo dei Chiaramonte a Favara, 
Palermo 1966, pp. 11–20; Patrizia Sardina, Palermo e i Chiaromonte: 
splendore e tramonto di una signoria. Potere nobiliare, ceti dirigenti e 
società tre xiv e xv secolo, Caltanissetta/Rome 2003, pp. 79–86.

25 Valenti broadly dates the castle to the last thirty years of the thir-
teenth century: Valenti, Il castello dei Chiaramonte in Favara (n. 13), p. 3. 
Reflecting upon his restoration of the castle between April 1964 and 
June 1965, Capitano admits that, while an exact date of construction 
cannot be determined, the castle represents one of the first estates 
of the Chiaramonte family, a claim shared by scholars of Sicilian 
art; Capitano, Il palazzo (n. 24), p. 26.

26 Archaeologists working on the outskirts of Favara have excavated 
remains of Greek villas, pottery shard and glass from the Islamic pe-
riod, and various fragments from the thirteenth century; Giuseppe 
Castellana, Brian E. McConnell, “A Rural Settlement of Imperial 
Roman and Byzantine Date in Contrada Saraceno near Agrigento, 
Sicily”, American Journal of Archaeology, xciv/1 (1990), pp. 25–44.

27 When described by Muslim geographers, Agrigento is almost al-
ways defined in terms of its proximity to Africa. A possible reference 
made to the Favara – il castel di al-Farârah – is made in the context of 
naming the fortresses or rocche of the island in the Masālik al-Abṣār, 
which contains a summary of al-Idrisi’s Kitāb Nuzhat al-mushtāq; 
Michele Amari, Biblioteca arabo-sicula, ossia Raccolta di testi arabici 
che toccano la geografia, la storia, le biografie e la bibliografia della Sicilia, 
vol. 1, Turin/Rome 1880–1881, pp. 262–263.

28 For an analysis of the town’s infrastructure and development, see 
Natalia Woldarsky Meneses, The Social Roots of Favara, Sicily: A Tool 
for Reigniting a Crumbling City Centre, unpublished Master’s thesis, 
Carleton University 2013.

29 Capitano, Il palazzo (n. 24), pp. 26–28.
30 Antinoro’s study provides a detailed analysis of the chapel in his 

volume, Il castello dei Chiaramonte di Favara (n. 13), pp. 109–113; 
quotation from Valenti, Il Castello dei Chiaramonte (n. 13), pp. 10–11.

31 The restoration campaign lasted from 1998 to 2001; Antinoro, Il 
castello dei Chiaramonte di Favara (n. 13), pp. 97, 102–103. Antinoro 
also includes a pre-restoration photo, which to my eye confirms the 
incision lines of the painting.

32 During my visit in late June 2017, the period of the so-called “Diavo-
lo”, the temperature soared above 40 °C, yet each room remained 
fresh and cool. I thank dott. Raimondo Lattuca for guiding my visit 
and offering me unfettered access to the castle and roof.

33 E.Valenti, Il Castello dei Chiaramonte (n. 13), p. 11.
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its southern entrance. Today, one enters directly 
through the southern portal, which leads to the 
central courtyard via a short barrel-vaulted cor-
ridor flanked by two ancillary rooms. St George, 
illuminated with a large halo, appears as the lone 
surviving figure of an expansive painted program 
that decorates the eastern wall of the entrance 
corridor [Fig. 5a]. A few strips of painted plaster 
remain, suggesting the execution of at least two 
registers of paintings that ran the length of the cor-
ridor’s eastern wall and along the counter façade: 
the lower register in which George rides sits above 
eye-level, and a border of burgundy and white de-
fines the upper limit of the second register [Fig. 5b].

St George wears a stoic expression and directs 
his gaze towards the entrance portal. His youthful 
face and crop of jaw-length chestnut hair give him 
the aspect of a contemporary hero, the dreamer of 
the Roman de la Rose, a knight-errant of Chretien 
de Troyes. George holds a curved shield decorated 
with a red cross, and ahead of him flies a larger 
banner of the same design: in fact, this unmistak-
able emblem repeats four times in the fragmented 
scene. The once vivid surface of the intonaco has 
been abraded and much of the painting is miss-
ing. Despite this damage, however, details in his 
elaborate armor, made more legible for having 
been scored into the plaster, offer evidence of the 
rider’s former elegance: a flowing red cape, a scal-
loped edge of material at his throat, the decora-
tive skirt below his chest plate, a red line of trim 
above the hem of his tunic, and elaborate knee 
guards [Figs 6–7]34. While George’s horse has been 
effaced almost completely, the contours of the 
bold red pattern on the saddle blanket and blue 
caparison indicate its outline, and its flowing tail 
conveys a body in action. 

In Palermo, the artist of the soprapporta of 
St George crystallizes the relationship between 
the military saint and the Chiaramonte by deco-
rating the bridle, caparison, and shield with the 
family’s crest; whereas, at Favara, two painted 
coats of arms flank the castle’s portal, set within 
the burgundy and white borders of the upper 
painted register. Furthermore, the surviving 
painting suggests a shared votive program be-
tween sites, one that calls upon George to protect 
residential  thresholds. 
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In the Kingdom of Sicily, positioned between 
Christendom and the dar al-Islam, the Chiaramon-
te carefully fashioned and strategically deployed 
imagery of St George, above all with the aim of 
reconfirming the island’s acceptance of papal su-
premacy. The development of Favara ( fawwara, 

“gurgling stream”), a site with physical and ety-
mological roots in Islamic Sicily, reinforces early 
Norman efforts to erase and modify the island’s 
non-Christian past and valorizes the efforts of the 
Chiaramonte, such as Federico i, as described in 
notary record of 1299: “possit pugnare pro justitia 
ad onorem dei et propter magnificentissimi principes 
dedomo cristianissimi magni caroli regis francie de 
qua gloriosissimus Verelantus de Claramonte ortum 
ducit et vos etiam descentistis”35. At the castle of 
Favara, the wall painting of George, festooned 
in red and white crusader banners, gave further 
prominence to the family’s participation in the 
violent reshaping of the island. In the last quarter 
of the Trecento, when the wall painting was most 
likely commissioned, Manfredi iii ostensibly fur-
thered his commitment to Christian exceptional-
ism. Acting in his capacity as the Grand Admiral, 
he led a naval expedition in 1385 comprised of 
Sicilians, Genoese, Pisans, and Venetians against 
Tunisian pirates, who wreaked havoc on the con-
federation’s economic interests; in 1388, he fleet-
ingly conquered Jerba and Kerkenna. Despite 
the obvious self-interest that motivated these ex-
cursions, Pope Urban vi praised Manfredi and 
the other Sicilian Vicars for their courageous 
battle contra Mauros et infideles36.

Stylistic Plurality: Wall Paintings 
in the Province of Agrigento

The unique style of the San Giorgio artist in Favara, 
whose incisions demarcate different sections of 
work and delicately articulate details, and the lack 
of an inscription make precisely dating the com-
mission difficult; although the painting may be 
situated within the last decades of the fourteenth 

34 I am particularly grateful to Katharine Stahlbuhk for discussing the 
dating and construction of this wall painting with me.

35 Act of 27 August 1299 by notary Giovanni di Amarca, cited in 
Antinoro, Il castello dei Chiaramonte di Favara (n. 13), p. 19.

36 Sardina, Palermo e i Chiaromonte (n. 24), pp. 74–76.

4 / Detail of barrel vault, Castello 
dei Chiaramonte, Favara, second 
half of the 14th century

5 b/ Main portal, Castello dei 
Chiaramonte, Favara, 14th century

5a/ View of the main portal, loggia, and 
chapel portal from the central courtyard
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the later medieval period to which we may add the 
incised painting of St George at Favara.

The little Cappella di San Bartolomeo in Agri-
gento’s cathedral may have been used as the 
sepulcher for local noble families, above all the 
Chiaramonte, who used the church as a panthe-
on and place of celebration. Recorded in the first 
decade of the fourteenth century and situated 
at the base of the bell tower, the chapel’s walls 
were covered in paintings (tempora a secco) and 
may have been coated with a metallic laminate38. 
Several paintings detached from the chapel’s 
walls survive: a triptych on the northern wall of 
San Cristoforo, Madonna del latte, and an uniden-
tifiable saint (late 13th c. – early 14th c.); a Crocifisso 
(14th c.) from the eastern wall; and San Bartolomeo, 
detached from the soffit of a southern arch. The 
stylistic diversity employed in the chapel has 
compelled scholars, such as Giuseppe Ingaglio, 
to recognize the mobility of artists, whose work 
in Sicily has been tied to schools in Angevin 

century37. Comparisons to other wall-painting 
programs in southeastern Sicily, detached and in 
situ, elucidate the artistic environment in which 
San Giorgio in Favara was commissioned. Of par-
ticular importance for the study of Chiaramontan 
commissions are the paintings in the Cattedrale 
di San Gerlando and in the so-called Sala della 
Badesa in the Monastero di Santo Spirito, both in 
Agrigento, where the family’s roots and wealth 
were firmly embedded since the last quarter of 
the thirteenth century. Marchisia Prefoglio, Fede-
rico i’s wife, founded Santo Spirito in 1299 and 
was buried in the cathedral, and it was with her 
endowment, too, that the Chiaramonte inherit-
ed large territories of the island and constructed 
building a number of monumental residences. 
Additional information may be gleaned from 
wall paintings of George’s martyrdom removed 
from the Badia Grande in Sciacca. Not unlike the 
twelfth-century situation discussed above, during 
which artists and artisans from every corner of the 
Mediterranean were commissioned – or forced – to 
bring vibrancy to Sicily’s monuments, the surviv-
ing paintings in Agrigento catalogue the remark-
able diversity of works enjoyed by the kingdom in 

37 Abbate, “Le pitture murali” (n. 16).
38 In 1951, Lionello Tintori removed all of the church’s wall painting 

for restoration and study, and they are now housed in the cathedral, 
the Museo Diocesano di Agrigento, and the deposit of the Soprin-
tendenza.  Ibidem, p. 207.

6 / Detail of St George slaying 
the dragon, wall painting, 
Castello dei Chiaramonte, 
Favara, late 14th century

7 / Detail of St George slaying 
the dragon, wall painting, 
Castello dei Chiaramonte, 
Favara, late 14th century
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France and Naples, the Holy Lands, Byzantium, 
Occitan-Roussillon, and Aragón and Castilla39.

Fortunately, paintings of St George survive 
from the convent of Santa Maria dell’Itria (or Badia 
Grande) in Sciacca, founded in 1371 by Guglielmo 
Peralta and Eleonora d’Aragona40. A family-spon-
sored commission, the convent’s construction and 
decoration were continued by Eleonora and their 
son, Nicola, following Guglielmo’s death, and sub-
sequently by Artale Luna and Margherita Peralta, 
Eleonora’s daughter. Among the remaining wall 
paintings, now housed in the Istituto Statale d’Arte 
di Sciacca, are depictions of George’s martyrdom 
and his defeat of the dragon, dated by Licia Buttà 
to the first years of the fifteenth century [Figs 8–9]. 
Two of four vertically-organized scenes survive 
in legible condition next to a large-scale painting 
of a saint in Benedictine habit. In one episode, 
Dacian, depicted as an enthroned ruler, sits in the 
foreground of a cityscape and raises his hand to 
conduct the violence: two men, one in a parti-col-
ored tunic of red and yellow, witness George’s 
attempted execution, as a third energetically 
rotates a wheel supplied with wide triangular 

blades. The top quarter of the painting is miss-
ing, but George’s bloodied arm and dangling legs 
are still visible, as well as the red stippling on 
the wheel itself. The scene below is framed with-
in a pointed multifoil arch, decorated with four 
crockets, that springs between crenelated towers. 
Gathered beneath it, a group of seven men thrust 
George, eyes closed and face downturned, into 
the boiling cauldron. Although the lowest scene 
survives in a regrettable condition, the face of God 
surrounded with an angelic company illuminates 
the right side of a similar arch41. A passage from 
the Golden Legend offers a contemporary textual 
version of George’s trial: 

“The following day the prefect [Dacian] ordered George 
to be bound upon a wheel that was fitted with sharp 
knives, but the wheel fell apart at once and the saint 
remained unharmed. Dacian then had him plunged 
into a cauldron of molten lead, but George made the 
sign of the cross and, by God’s power, settled down 
as though he were in a refreshing bath42.” 

The artist followed compositional conventions 
established since at least the twelfth century: at 
the Pieve di San Giorgio in Argenta, as discussed 

8 / Martyrdom of St George, detached wall 
paintings, Badia Grande, Sciacca, early 15th century 
(currently housed at the Istituto d’Arte) 

9 / Detail of Martyrdom of St George, detached 
wall paintings, Badia Grande, Sciacca, early 15th 
century (currently housed at the Istituto d’Arte)
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above, Giovanni da Modigliana carved a tym-
panum in 1122 that depicts the saint bound and 
stretched around a spiked wheel43. Although 
the style of the paintings at Sciacca greatly dif-
fer from that of the Chiaramonte’s guardian in 
Favara and in Agrigento, the subject matter con-
firms a shared drive between “Latin” and “Cat-
alan” nobility to venerate the saint in the final 
decades of the Trecento.

Epilogue

Following the downfall of the Chiaramonte family 
in 1392, King Martin gave the castle of Favara to 
Guglielmo Raimondo Moncada in thanks for his 
efforts to free the infanta Maria from her impris-
onment in Catania by Manfredi iii Chiaramonte 
and three other barons – the so-called Vicars of 
Sicily44. In 1398, Moncada was declared a rebel, 
and the castle was returned to the Crown, but 
not without conspicuous alterations: a prominent 
Moncada crest, for example, appears in the apse of 
the domed chapel on the piano nobile, assuming the 
place of the Chiaramonte’s stemma45. The Catalan 

39 Focusing on the painting of San Bartolomeo, Intaglio dates it to 
the middle of the Trecento on account of the artist’s so-called 

“byzantinization” of the subject, which he sees as emphatically 
different style in approach to the Crocifisso that he attributes to 
the Catalan-Franco school and also dates to the mid-fourteenth 
century; Giuseppe Ingaglio “Elementi per la storia della pittura 
del Trecento nella Sicilia centro meridionale”, in La cattedrale di 
Agrigento, idem ed., pp. 207–214, sp. p. 209. On the other hand, Licia 
Buttà spreads the commissions across the Trecento and claims that 
the wrenching Passione and San Bartolomeo were painted by the 
same hand, possibly one responsible for the work in the Palazzo 
Steri’s Sala Magna; Licia Buttà, “Per una rilettura degli affreschi 
medievali della cattedrale di Agrigento”, in El romànic i el gòtic 
desplaçats, Rosa Alcoy, Pere Beseran eds, pp. 55– 69, sp. pp. 58–60.

40 Eadem, “Gli affreschi della Badia Grande di Sciacia”, Kalós, xxi/1 
(2009), pp. 4–7.

41 Ibidem, p. 5.
42 Jacobus de Voragine, The Golden Legend (n. 18), pp. 240–241. This 

composition has a long history, mirrored, for example, in the 
twelfth-century Armenian church of St George in Nakipari (Geor-
gia). An artist named Theodore similarly depicted the enthroned 
ruler before the cityscape, and he raises a hand to direct the punish-
ment as two men rotate George through an infernal collection of 
pikes, spears, and blades set at the bottom of the wheel; see Marina 
Kevkhishvili, “Il ciclo agiografico di san Giorgio a Nakipari”, 
Iconographica, xv (2016), pp. 46 –56.

43 Ittai Weinryb claims that the carving may be “the first depiction of 
the martyrdom of St George in the Latin West and is preceded by 
only a few representations of this scene in Byzantine manuscripts 
and frescos”; Ittai Weinryb, “The Inscribed Image: Negotiating 
Sculpture on the Coast of the Adriatic Sea”, Word & Image, xxvii/3 
(2011), pp. 322–333, sp. p. 328. 

44 Valenti, Il Castello dei Chiaramonte (n. 13), pp. 28 –29; Capitano, Il 
palazzo (n. 24), p. 32; Antinoro, Il castello dei Chiaramonte di Fava-
ra (n. 13), p. 51.

45  Capitano, Il palazzo (n. 24), p. 34.
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family may also be responsible for the rough era-
sure of the Chiaramonte emblem from the exterior 
of the chapel’s carved portal, as well as those paint-
ed in the main entrance [Fig. 10]. There would have 
been no need to erase St George, however, who 
was (and remains) a patron saint of Aragón: his 
image would have been easily appropriated by the 
new residents. A possibility exists that the Mon-
cada family may have repainted the entranceway 
at Favara to include George; the visual evidence, 
however, extant at the Chiaramonte residence in 
Palermo and the family’s well-documented venera-
tion of the saint suggest coeval patronage between 
the sites. This creates a relationship between the 
two entranceways, in which George either wears or 
rides in proximity to the Chiaramonte’s crest. A re-
liable defender at the threshold of multiple Chiar-
amonte homes, George extends his protection to 
those traversing the island between the family’s 
power in the provinces of Palermo and Agrigento. 
A study of local devotion to St George, a popular 
crusader saint whose image is used or emulated  
on various media throughout the Trecento, such 
as seals, banners, and soprapporte, offers a win-
dow into the anxieties felt by the Chiaramonte 
about the permeability of and dangers lurking at 
regional and religious borders and boundaries. 
An examination of the saint’s versatility in the 
Sicilian context reveals how Christians of Sicily, 
who were continuously caught in a cycle of ex-
communication and interdict, could refashioned 
themselves and subvert the very concepts and 
terms used against them as they sought more 
control of the island. The Aragonese, safeguarded 
by George, swept the island from Angevin-Papal 
control in the late Dugento, envisioning their suc-
cess as one along the long path to reclaiming the 
Holy Lands. In his support of the Chiaramonte, 
however, the warrior saint presides over efforts to 
shift insular control back to the papacy. George’s 
multiple political allegiances invite us to look be-
yond shared iconographies and to appreciate his 
strategic deployment, especially at the threshold 
of the Chiaramonte’s monumental residences at 
Palermo and Favara.

10 / Damnatio memoriae of the Chiaramonte 
stemma (on door jambs), chapel portal, Castello dei 
Chiaramonte, Favara, second half of the 14th century
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Svatý Jiří a vzpoura Trinacrie 
Umění na Sicílii za pozdních 
křížových výprav

Úcta ke sv. Jiří má na Sicílii dlouhou historii. 
Již několik desítek let před tím, než údajně po-
mohl první křížové výpravě (1096–1099), zasá-
hl svatý jezdec v roce 1063 v bitvě u Cerami ve 
prospěch Normanů, kteří začínali ztrácet odva-
hu v boji proti sicilským kalbidským a ziridským 
vojskům. I další staletí po tomto zásahu zůstal 
sv. Jiří hrdinným ochráncem fyzických, nábožen-
ských i politických hranic středozemního ostrova. 
Byl tak patronem i obou stran politického konflik-
tu mezi Aragonci, kteří vládli ostrovu po Sicil-
ských nešporách (1282–1302), a mocnou rodinou 
Chiaramonte, často napadající autoritu Koruny. 
V kontextu sporů mezi oběma rody zkoumá autor-
ka objednávky znázornění sv. Jiří  rodinou Chiara-
monte. Zaměřuje se na dvě případové studie – na 
Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri v Palermu z počátku 
čtrnáctého století a na Castello dei Chiaramonte 
ve Favaře z pozdního třináctého století. Ve Steri je 
svatý jezdec zobrazen při vstupu a na malovaném 
stropě tzv. Sala Magna a ve Favaře monumentální 
postava sv. Jiří, ač značně poškozená, vzhlíží ke 
vstupu do hradu. Analýza těchto příkladů přispí-
vá ke studiu rychle se proměňujících spojenectví 
sv. Jiří, kdy si jej přivlastňovali jak Normané, tak 
členové rodiny Chiaramonte či Aragonci. Člá-
nek též chce napomoci porozumění dekorativ-
ním a kultovním praktikám rodu Chiaramonte 
v rámci soukromých objednávek. 

summary


